REPORTING HARMONY:
E D U C AT I N G O R G A N I S AT I O N S O N
THE NEW COMMON REPORTING
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS IN
A S I A PA C I F I C

TMF Group, in partnership with
Asia Risk, explores how educating
organisations on Common Reporting
Standard can help to streamline internal
reporting processes and address
challenges presented by discrepancies
in the Standard’s interpretation.
The Common Reporting Standard (CRS) calls on jurisdictions at a global level
to obtain information from their financial institutions and exchange it with other
jurisdictions annually. It was developed in response to a request made by the Group
of 20 (G20), and approved by the Organisation for Economic Co‑operation and
Development (OECD) on 15 July 2014.
CRS sets out the information to be exchanged, the financial institutions required
to report, the different types of accounts and taxpayers covered, and common due
diligence procedures to be followed by financial institutions.
More than 100 countries are committed to CRS – the majority of which performed
their first exchange in 2017. The remainder are due to begin reporting in 2018 but,
as the deadline approaches, some players – particularly in Asian markets – are
struggling to make the necessary changes to be fully compliant in time.
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CRS STAGES
CRS outlines three stages that need be
completed. First, an entity must undergo a
classification process to determine whether
it classifies as a financial institution resident
in a CRS-participating jurisdiction. Although
this phase was developed and standardised
by the OECD, every country has implemented
CRS into its own legislation, which means
discrepancies remain between countries.
Once a legal entity has gone through the
classification process as outlined under its
local legislation, and has identified whether it
is deemed a financial institution, the second
stage kicks in. This is the due diligence
process – by far the most labour-intensive
part of CRS – which identifies whether
financial institutions possess reportable
information. Entities undergo a series of
steps to identify various financial accounts
and whether the account holders are
resident in a CRS-participating jurisdiction,
which would make them reportable.
“As a financial institution, you are
supposed to identify the tax residency
of your clients and account holders by
seeking a declaration from them. What we
do is look through all the client information
and documentation that we hold for them,”
explains a group head for the Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and
CRS at a Hong Kong-based investment bank.
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“We then look for discrepancies and any
reasons we can identify to have suspicion
about the declaration the client has
provided us,” he adds.
As with the initial classification process although a standard developed by the OECD
exists - every country must adapt to its
local laws and legislations when it comes
to the due diligence process, so companies
must deal with different interpretations and
thresholds across jurisdictions.
The third and final stage entails reporting to
the local authorities. Once all due diligence
is complete, financial institutions can submit
the information they have collected. This
can be tricky, however, as different local
authorities work on different formats, which
can present some challenges.
“If everything is fine, we accept the
declaration, collect all the information and
submit the report to the regulators,” says
the group head for FATCA and CRS.
“However, if there are any discrepancies we
start a discussion with clients, which is the
most challenging part because, while we
cannot provide them advice, we must still
have a meaningful dialogue with them to
understand what went wrong,” he adds.
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FATCA ON STEROIDS
When CRS was first introduced, there was
a general misconception within the industry
that it was merely an extension of FATCA
- the US federal law designed to enforce
citizens to file yearly reports on their non-US
financial accounts to the Internal Revenue
Service.
The fundamental difference is the underlying
regulatory framework – while FATCA is
based on a US law about withholding
taxes, CRS is an international agreement
merged into local laws and regulations.
Consequently, CRS generates discrepancies
between jurisdictions and requires higher
levels of investment in knowledge, time and
resources.
“I like to call CRS ‘FATCA on steroids’
because FATCA started after a discussion
about transparency, and now CRS is taking
this to a different level altogether,” says the
group head for FATCA and CRS.
“At the beginning, we thought CRS would be
an extension of FATCA. It has similarity and
we hoped it wouldn’t be too complicated,”
he adds. This was not the case. CRS involves
several unique complexities, especially in the
absence of clear cross-border standards.
Entity classification varies between FATCA
and CRS depending on the financial
institution’s jurisdiction. This means an
entity performing the same nature of
business while holding the same regulatory
licence can have different classifications in
different jurisdictions. This has significant
implications because it means the same
entity could be simultaneously classified
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as a financial institution in country A and
as a non-financial institution in country B.
This difference in classification means it
has become very challenging to accurately
interpret rules and apply regulations in
multiple jurisdictions.
“The differences between countries makes
this process far more complex than it
could be. I think the goal for everyone
is the same; however, I also understand
that regulators must deal with the legal
frameworks in their countries and some
adjustments have to be made locally,”
says Wendy Roest, portfolio manager for
compliance and regulatory services at TMF
Group.
ARE YOU READY?
When CRS was first introduced, some local
authorities were better prepared than others.
Territories such as Hong Kong, Singapore,
Japan, South Korea, Australia and New
Zealand had clear instructions ready, making
CRS considerably easier to implement.
“They understood the rules. There’s still
not a great amount of detail but, to the
extent that they need to, they understood
the rules, and their clients are co-operating
in terms of the various declarations that
they must perform,” says a senior banker
at a global bank in Singapore. “Of course,
there are still things we need to explain
to the clients and, accordingly, we need
co-operation from them before we can
proceed.”
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In other Asian countries, CRS remains a
complicated issue - with India, China, the
Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia among
those further behind after having failed to
issue guidance in a timely manner.
“For example, China has a registration
deadline and legislation that says all
financial institutions have to be registered
by the end of 2017, but the how, where and
why were still slightly sketchy in November
last year,” says Roest. “Clearly this put
extra pressure on the financial institutions
because it’s very difficult to get ready in
time and get everything in order if you are
not entirely sure of the details.”
Part of the problem lies with the different
approaches regulators took to promote and
educate people on CRS adoption in their
respective countries.
“Hong Kong and Singapore have been
very good at this; they have simple flyers
and notices that are easy to understand,”
says the senior banker. “This is what we
suggest other countries should do: come
up with something very simple and easily
understood, and on that basis, we can
then take the discussion forward with the
client.”
Lobbying efforts are under way to push
regulatory authorities to standardise these
different rules.
“Regulators claim that when they drafted
these CRS rules they needed to streamline
them with existing regulation in their own
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jurisdictions, hence a lot of differences
remain,” says the group head for FATCA
and CRS.
“I have been in touch with many regulatory
authorities in many countries and this has
been one of the most important aspects
I’ve talked to them about – they should
standardise at least certain major items,
so we can work with largely similar rules,”
he continues.
In many cases globally, governments have
pushed back registration deadlines at the
very last minute because they were not
ready. Roest notes that this is something
that could happen again in Asia if some of
the technical infrastructures are not going to
be ready on time.
GLOBAL ACCOUNTABILITY
Given CRS is a new piece of legislation, it
is difficult to know what the consequences
would be for non-compliant companies in all
of the countries.
The most common sanction is financial
penalties. Fines, in USD, could range from
$5,000–25,000 in Malaysia, from $7,500 to
two years’ imprisonment in Singapore, from
$6,400 to three years’ imprisonment in Hong
Kong, and from $4,500 to the possibility of
imprisonment in Japan. Australia and New
Zealand can also impose heavy fines of up
to $76,000.
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CRS does not leave much room
for interpretation when it comes to
responsibility. Regulators have been
very clear that it is one thing to make a
mistake and another to make a fraudulent
declaration. The same logic applies to
financial institutions that are supposed
to perform due diligence to ensure all the
declarations provided by their client are
reasonable.

“There has been a lot of confusion in the
market and among financial institutions.
The main question from a lot of people is
about understanding that, unlike FATCA –
which applies to US citizens – CRS works
differently,” Roest says.

In the case of a financial institution working
with a services provider, obligations under
CRS lie with the institution, while the services
provider is only accountable for the work
they perform.

“We can tell that people are very eager to
learn, which is great, but there is definitely
still a lack of knowledge. This means
everyone must work together to ensure a
clear comprehension of the CRS system.
We’ve already seen a lot of collaboration
between advisory firms, banks and financial
institutions to make sure that everyone has
the same understanding.”

Banks are actively lobbying regulators
to change this. In their view, tax lawyers,
consultants, chartered accountants and fund
administrators are performing an activity
they have been appointed to, and should be
held accountable and responsible.
AT THE FOREFRONT OF REGULATORY
CHALLENGES
TMF Group’s approach starts with the
education of its clients to help them
understand the obligations of the CRS
regime. With 7,000 experts serving more
than 15,000 clients in over 80 countries we
provide a full range of services to, among
other things, help firms remain compliant
with CRS – from classification and due
diligence to annual reporting.
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Overall, relative optimism prevails among
market participants in Asia. CRS compliance
may be uneven, but progress is undeniable.

While larger corporations often have
in-house teams to keep them aware of
regulatory changes, smaller and mid-sized
firms frequently lack the resources to do so.
In these cases, TMF Group can help them
stay up to date and understand the CRS
obligations.
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Interested in finding out more?
Watch the on-demand
webinar – “Is Asia ready
for the Common Reporting
Standard?” to hear from
TMF Group, CITIC CLSA,
UBS and Deloitte.

WHO H AS TO REPORT?
The legislation covers four categories of reporting financial institutions:

Custodial
institutions

Depository
institutions

Investment
entities

Specified
insurance
companies

The information to be reported under CRS includes:
Name

Account balance or value

Address

Income from certain insurance

TIN or functional equivalent

products

Date of birth

Sales from proceeds of financial

Account number

assets

Interest

Other income generated with

Dividends

respect to assets held in the account

* Reportable information is not limited to these items and relates to the account holders
of entities that classify as a financial institution
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AT A G L A N C E : C O M M O N R E P O RT I N G
S TA N D A R D I N A S I A PA C I F I C
Description

Singapore

Hong Kong

Labuan &
Malaysia

Australia

New Zealand

India

Korea

China

Japan

Indonesia

Early or Late
Adopter?

Late

Late

Late

Late

Late

Early

Early

Late

Late

Late

Local Tax
Authority

Inland Reve‑
nue Authority
of Singapore
(IRAS)

Inland
Revenue
Department
of Hong
Kong (IRD)

Inland Rev‑
enue Board
of Malaysia
(IRBM)

Australian
Taxation
Office (ATO)

Inland
Revenue
Department

Central Board
of Direct
Taxes

National Tax
Service (NTS)

China State
Adminis‑
tration of
Taxation

National Tax
Agency

Directorate
General of
Taxes (DGT)

Year of Com‑
mencement

2018

2018

2018

2017

2017

2017

2017

2018

2018

2018

Reporting
period

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period is the
6 months
ending 31
December
2017

First year 1
July 2017
- 31 March
2018
Thereafter
1 April to 31
March each
year

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2016

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2016

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Calendar
year, first
reporting
period being
2017

Registration
deadline for
reporting
Financial
Institutions

First deadline
31 March
2018

First deadline
30 April 2018

TBC by IRBM

n/a

First deadline
30 June 2018

First deadline
31 May 2017

within 1
month of
incorporation

First deadline
31 December
2017

n/a

First deadline
28 February
2018

Reporting
deadline

First deadline
31 May 2018

First deadline
31 May 2018

First deadline
30 June 2018

31 July of
the year
following
the reporting
year

30 June
2018 for new
accounts
established
after 1 July
2017 and
high value
personal
accounts
existing
at 1 July
2017 and
all accounts
for which
DD has been
completed

31 May of
the year
following
the reporting
year

30 June
of the year
following
the reporting
year

First deadline
31 May 2018

April 30 of
the year
following
the reporting
year

First deadline
30 April 2018

Penalty for
non-compli‑
ance

SGD 10,000
or 2 years im‑
prisonment
or both

Up to HKD
50,000 or 3
years impris‑
onment or
both

RM20,000 to
RM100,000
and/or
imprison‑
ment not > 6
months

AUD 210 AUD 105,000

Civil & crimi‑
nal penalties
ranging from
NZD 10,000
to NZD
100,000 per
offence - no
cap on
criminal
penalties for
CRS/FATCA
non-compli‑
ance

Up to Rs.
50,000

Maximum 5
years impris‑
onment or
up to KRW
30,000,000
fine

Set liability
clause for
gross
violation by
a financial
institution.
No penalties
have been
stipulated
or issued in
relation to
reportable
persons yet

500,000 JPY
or less of fine
OR 6 months
or less of im‑
prisonment

IDR 1 billion
or 1 year im‑
prisonment

Reporting
Format

Local XML or
PDF format

Local XML
format

Standard
XML Format

Standard
format. For
large lodge‑
ments XML
has to be
used. Small
lodgments
will be
supported
through an
online user
interface via
ATO Online
Business and
Tax Agent
Portals

Standard
format.
Info upload
depends
on volume.
For large
lodgements
XML has
to be used.
Medium
lodgements
can be done
using excel
template and
uploaded into
IRD system.
Small lodg‑
ments will be
supported
through an
online user
interface via
IRD website.

Local format

Standard
XML Format

to be con‑
firmed

Local XML
format

Local format

Relevance for
entities that
have been
struck off or
liquidated

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

TBC by IRBM,
but expected
to be
applicable for
entity struck
off/liquidated
during a
reporting
period

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

Applicable
for entities
struck off/
liquidated
post 1 July
2017

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

There is no
specific regu‑
lation clause
instructing
treatment of
struck off/
liquidated
entities

Applicable
for entity
struck off/
liquidated
during a
reporting
period

TBC by DGT
but expected
to be
applicable for
entity struck
off/liquidated
during a
reporting
period
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TMF Group helps its clients operate internationally and ‘belong’ wherever they are in the
world. We do this by making sure they are properly set up to do business in any country and
compliant with local and international regulations.
Operating in over 80 jurisdictions we provide our 15,000 clients with on-the-ground
compliance and administration services so they can venture further. We keep things running
seamlessly, giving them the peace of mind to focus on the bigger picture.
We firmly believe that the only way to be truly ‘global’ is to put local first, which is what
our team of 7,000 in-country experts do for businesses of all sizes, every day. Our work
includes helping companies of all sizes with HR and payroll, accounting and tax, corporate
secretarial, international structuring and structured finance.
We have vast experience in helping organisations to comply with global information
reporting including FATCA and CRS globally. Our services include:

1

FATCA and CRS Entity
Classification

2

We have developed a
tool based on regulatory
requirements to classify your
entities and identify reporting
requirements.

3

FATCA and CRS pre-existing
due diligence and enhanced
file reviews
FATCA and CRS due diligence
should be performed on
pre-existing accounts. We
review our existing portfolio’s
information in light of the legal
regulations.

FATCA and CRS on-boarding
and due diligence of new
accounts and account holders
We perform constant due
diligence to understand what
entities’ obligations and
classification impact are.

4

FATCA and CRS
Reporting
We prepare and transmit to
local tax authorities the annual
reports of applicable reportable
accounts and account holders
on behalf of our clients.

Interested in finding out more?
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Watch the on-demand
webinar – “Is Asia ready
for the Common Reporting
Standard?” or visit
tmf-group.com/enquiry to
make an enquiry.

CONTACT US TODAY

contact@tmf-group.com
tmf-group.com

Whilst we have taken reasonable steps to provide accurate and up to date information in this publication, we do not give any warranties or representations, whether express or implied, in this respect.
The information is subject to change without notice. The information contained in this publication is subject to changes in (tax) laws in different jurisdictions worldwide. None of the information
contained in this publication constitutes an offer or solicitation for business, a recommendation with respect to our services, a recommendation to engage in any transaction or to engage us as a legal,
tax, financial, investment or accounting advisor. No action should be taken on the basis of this information without first seeking independent professional advice. We shall not be liable for any loss or
damage whatsoever arising as a result of your use of or reliance on the information contained herein. This is a publication of TMF Group B.V., P.O. Box 23393, 1100 DW Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(contact@tmf-group.com). TMF Group B.V. is part of TMF Group, consisting of a number of companies worldwide. No group company is a registered agent of another group company. A full list of the
names, addresses and details of the regulatory status of the companies are available on our website: www.tmf-group.com.
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